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1 Introduction

The recent interest in higher-form symmetries [1] and their ’t Hooft anomalies [2] has re-

sulted in many applications, see [3–16] for a non-comprehensive list. This is not surprising,

given that ’t Hooft anomaly matching is one of the very few handles that can give us highly

nontrivial information about the infrared (IR) spectrum of strongly coupled theories.

Given a global symmetry G of a theory, we say that the theory has a ’t Hooft anomaly

if it fails to be gauge invariant as we turn on a background gauge field of G. The essence

of the new anomaly in [1, 2] is that in certain cases the fermions in the theory might not

transform faithfully under G. For example, if the fermions are charged under a subgroup

Γ of the center Γc of the color group SU(Nc), then the symmetry that acts faithfully on

the fermions is SU(Nc)/Γr (such that the products of all elements in Γr and Γ gives Γc).

In this case, one can turn on background gauge fields of Γr, which carry fractional fluxes

and can probe the vacuum of the theory on a finer level. The fundamental Wilson loops

— one-dimensional objects — are charged under Γr, and hence, it is a 1-form symmetry

and the corresponding anomaly is a 1-form anomaly.

This is, however, not the only option to probe the theory. For example, theories

with fundamental fermions break center symmetry, and hence, one cannot gauge center

symmetry or a subgroup of it. Yet, if we have Nf flavors, then the faithful group that acts

on the fermions is SU(Nc)×SU(Nf )/Zn, where n = gcd(Nc, Nf ). Therefore, one may gauge

the center-flavor symmetry Zn, which can lead to constraints on the IR dynamics [17]; see

also [18–20] for similar constructions.

In this paper, we turn on the most general fractional background fluxes in the color,

flavor, and baryon number directions, which are compatible with the faithful symmetry of

a given theory. We call the obstruction to gauging the symmetry the baryon-color-flavor

– 1 –
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(BCF) ’t Hooft anomaly. We apply BCF anomaly to vector-like theories, with fermions in

higher-dimensional representations (arbitrary N-ality), and derive non-trivial constraints

on their IR dynamics.

In particular, this class of theories enjoys a genuine discrete chiral symmetry and one

may ask about the fate of this symmetry in the background of BCF fluxes. We show

that, under certain conditions, an anomaly between the chiral symmetry and the BCF

background rules out massless composite fermions as the sole player in the IR: either the

composites do not form or additional contributions to the matching of the BCF anomaly

are required. More specifically, if no integers `c,f,B can be found to satisfy (3.16), the main

relation in this paper, then the BCF anomaly is at work; see the bulk of the paper for details.

We can also give a small flavor-symmetric mass to the fermions, smaller than or of order

the strong scale of the theory. Then, we can examine the θ-angle periodicity of the theory in

the BCF background. Interestingly, we find that the conditions that rule out the composites

are the exact same conditions that lead to an anomaly of the θ periodicity, see relation (4.3):

the massive theory will experience a phase transition as we vary θ between 0 and 2π.

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we review the vector-like theories

with fermions in higher-dimensional representations and list their global continuous and

discrete symmetries. In section 3 we explain the rationale behind the BCF anomaly. We

keep our discussion general since the same anomaly can be extended, with a little extra

work, to chiral gauge theories. Then, we show that the BCF anomaly can lead to non-trivial

constraints on the IR dynamics in the vectorlike theories. Next, in section 4, we discuss

the role of the new anomaly in massive vector theories with θ-angle and make connections

to the anomaly constraints in section 3. We conclude in section 5 by giving some examples

and discuss directions for future studies.

2 Vector-like theories with fermions in higher-dimensional

representations

We consider SU(Nc) Yang-Mills theory endowed with two sets of left-handed Weyl fermions

transforming in representations Rc and its complex conjugate Rc of SU(Nc). In addi-

tion, they transform in some general representation Rf under their flavor symmetries

SUL(Nf )×SUR(Nf ). We denote the fermions by ψ and ψ̃ (both left-handed), respectively,

and summarize their gauge and global quantum numbers in the table below:

SU(Nc) SUL(Nf ) SUR(Nf ) UB(1) Z2 dim(Rf )TRc

ψ Rc Rf 1 1 1

ψ̃ Rc 1 Rf −1 1

(2.1)

The theory possesses the following classical global symmetry

SUL(Nf )× SUR(Nf )×UL(1)×UR(1) , (2.2)

where SUL(Nf ) × UL(1) act on ψ, while SUR(Nf ) × UR(1) act on ψ̃. The colored in-

stantons explicitly break UL(1) × UR(1) to UB(1) baryon and discrete chiral symmetries:

– 2 –
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UL(1)×UR(1)→ UB(1)× Z2 dim(Rf )TRc , where dim(R) is the dimension of a representa-

tion and TR is its Dynkin index (the trace operator) defined as TrR
[
T aT b

]
= δabTR and

we normalized our root system such that in the fundamental representation TF = 1. After

modding out the redundant discrete symmetries we find

Gglobal =
SUL(Nf )× SUR(Nf )×UB(1)× Z2 dim(Rf )TRc

ZNf × Z2
. (2.3)

In addition, the theory has a 1-form center symmetry Z(1)
p that acts on noncontractible

Wilson loops, provided that p = GCD(Nc, nc) > 1, where nc is the N-ality of Rc.
One needs to check that Z2 dim(Rf )TRc is a genuine symmetry of the theory; thus,

it cannot be absorbed in the continuous part of Gglobal. Let us assume the converse,

namely that Z2 dim(Rf )TRc , a global rotation that acts on both ψ and ψ̃, is equivalent to

a transformation combining rotations of UB(1) and the centers of SU(Nc), SUL(Nf ), and

SUR(Nf ):

e
i 2π

2 dim(Rf )TRc = eiαei
2πnc
Nc

kLe
i
2πnf
Nf

pL
, e

i 2π

2 dim(Rf )TRc = e−iαe−i
2πnc
Nc

kRe
−i

2πnf
Nf

pR
, (2.4)

where1 nf is the N-ality of Rf and kL,R = 1, 2, . . . , Nc, pL,R = 1, 2, . . . , Nf . The above

relations give the condition

NcNf = (nfNc(pL − pR) + ncNf (kL − kR)) dim(Rf )TRc + qNfNcTRcdim(Rf ) , (2.5)

for integer q. If no solution to (2.5) exists, then Z2 dim(Rf )TRc is a genuine (i.e. independent)

symmetry of the theory. Whether (2.5) has nontrivial solutions can be checked on a case-

by-case basis.

3 The baryon-color-flavor (BCF) anomaly

In this section, we sketch the rationale behind the baryon-color-flavor (BCF) anomaly and

work out the constraints it imposes on the IR spectrum of a theory. Since this anomaly

can be applied to chiral theories as well, we keep our discussion general throughout this

section and specialize to the vector-like theories at the end.

Let G be a semi-simple Lie group and ψ a fermionic matter field transforming in

the irreducible representation R of G. A quantum field theory of ψ on a manifold M is

described in terms of a collection of covers Ui ofM along with a set of transition functions

gij ∈ G on the overlap Uij = Ui∩Uj . Then, the matter field, labeled by ψi in the Ui cover,

transforms as

ψj =
(
gRij
)−1

ψi (3.1)

on the overlap Uij , where gRij is the transition function of the fields that transform in R
under G. In addition, the transition functions need to satisfy the cocycle condition

gRij g
R
jkg
R
ki = 1 (3.2)

1Our examples of UV theories will have nf = 1, but we keep the discussion general in what follows.

– 3 –
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on the triple overlap Uijk = Ui ∩ Uj ∩ Uk. If we take G = SU(N) and gij the transition

functions in the defining representation, then we schematically have

gRij ∼ gijgij . . . gij︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times

, (3.3)

where n is the number of boxes in the Young tableau. However, only the N-ality of R,

defined as the number of boxes mod N , will matter in what follows. From here on we

use n to denote the N-ality of R. If gcd(N,n) = p, then there is a subgroup Zp ⊂ ZN ,

where ZN is the center of SU(N), under which the matter field does not transform. The

theory is invariant under Zp: its faithful representation is SU(N)/Zp such that the cocycle

condition (3.2) can be replaced by the condition

gijgjkgki = e
i 2π
p
nijk (3.4)

on the transition functions of the defining representation and nijk are integers mod p.

We can easily generalize the above discussion when G is a direct product of semi-simple

Lie groups. We take G = SU(Nc)× SU(Nf )× UB(1), where SU(Nc), SU(Nf ), and UB(1)

are respectively the color, flavor, and baryon number groups (SU(Nf ) accounts for both

SUL(Nf ) and SUR(Nf ) in vector-like theories). The flavor and baryon number are a subset

of the global symmetry of the theory Gglobal. We take ψ to transform in the representation

Rc under SU(Nc) with N-ality nc and in the representation Rf under SU(Nf ) with N-ality

nf . Then, the cocycle conditions (3.4) are generalized to

gcijg
c
jkg

c
ki = ei

2π
Nc
n
(c)
ijk , gfijg

f
jkg

f
ki = e

i 2π
Nf

n
(f)
ijk ,

g
UB(1)
ij g

UB(1)
jk g

UB(1)
ki = e

−inc 2π
Nc
n
(c)
ijk−inf

2π
Nf

n
(f)
ijk , (3.5)

where gc, gf , and gUB(1) are the transition functions and n
(c)
ijk (n

(f)
ijk) are integers mod Nc

(Nf ). Therefore, the group that acts on the fields in the Lagrangian (the faithful represen-

tation) is not SU(Nc)×SU(Nf )×UB(1), but rather SU(Nc)×SU(Nf )×UB(1)/(ZNc×ZNf ).

The cocycle conditions (3.4) and (3.5), as well as the corresponding faithful representa-

tions, are manifestations of the fact that instantons with integer-valued topological charges

will not probe the fine structure of the theory. Turning on fractional instantons, however,

can lead to nontrivial constraints on the vacuum structure. In particular, if the theory

enjoys one or several discrete global symmetries ⊂ Gglobal, then turning on background

fractional fluxes in the color, flavor and baryon number directions (also known as ’t Hooft

fluxes or twists [21]) can destroy the symmetries. This is a manifestation of a ’t Hooft

anomaly between the 0-form global symmetries and the background fluxes. We call this

anomaly the “baryon-color-flavor”, or BCF anomaly.

In order to examine the new anomaly, we take M to be a 4-D torus and turn on

appropriate ’t Hooft fluxes. Without loss of generality, we consider a square flat torus

with cycles of length L and turn on fluxes in the x1x2 and x3x4 planes along the Cartan

generators H of SU(Nc), SU(Nf ), as well as fluxes in UB(1).

– 4 –
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To this end, we recall that the kinetic term for a left-handed Weyl fermion ψ that

transforms in Rc of SU(Nc) and Rf of SU(Nf ) is given by:

L = iψ̄σ̄µ
[
∂µ − iAcµT cRc − iA

f
µT

f
Rf − iA

B
µ

]
ψ , (3.6)

where T cRc and T fRf are the Lie-algebra generators of the corresponding groups in the

relevant representations. We now turn on ’t Hooft fluxes in the x1x2 plane by choosing the

following set of gauge field backgrounds, A1 and A2, that are compatible with the cocycle

conditions (3.5):

Ac1T
c =

(
2πmc

12

L2
Hc · νc

)
x2, Ac2 = 0,

Af1T
f =

(
2πmf

12

L2
Hf · νf

)
x2, Af2 = 0

AB1 =

(
nc

2πmc
12

L2Nc
+ nf

2πmf
12

L2Nf

)
x2 , AB2 = 0. (3.7)

The generators T c,f (Hc,f denote the Cartan subalgebra generators) are taken in the defin-

ing representation of the corresponding SU(Nc,f ). Likewise, the weights νc,f are the weights

of the fundamental representation of SU(Nc,f ). Furthermore, mc,f
12 are integers defined

mod(Nc,f ) (we ignore an additional allowed integer flux of the baryon background field

as it has no effect on our further considerations). The A2 spacetime component of the

gauge fields is set to zero by a gauge choice on the ’t Hooft fluxes. The backgrounds (3.7)

are a particular gauge fixed version of x1x2-plane ’t Hooft fluxes, useful for practical and

pedestrian2 computations of the anomalies, as discussed below. For brevity, we do not

show the ’t Hooft fluxes in the x3x4 plane: they are obtained from (3.7) by replacing all

indices 1→ 3 and 2→ 4, including the integers mc,f
12 → mc,f

34 specifying the ’t Hooft fluxes.

Using the ’t Hooft fluxes (3.7) and their x3x4-plane cousins, we find that the

corresponding topological charges, Q = 1
16π2

∫
M FµνF̃µν for the U(1) factors, and

Q = 1
16π2

∫
M tr F FµνF̃µν for the nonabelian factors, are3

Qc = mc
12m

c
34

(
1− 1

Nc

)
, Qf = mf

12m
f
34

(
1− 1

Nf

)
,

QB =

(
nc
mc

12

Nc
+ nf

mf
12

Nf

)(
nc
mc

34

Nc
+ nf

mf
34

Nf

)
. (3.8)

As promised, these topological charges are generically fractional. We stress again that

they are not allowed in the original SU(Nc) gauge theory, but serve as nontrivial probes of

its dynamics.

2See appendix A for an explicit demonstration that the ’t Hooft fluxes shown here are compatible with

the cocycle conditions for the transition functions of the ψ fields. We stress that the language of ’t Hooft

fluxes is not the only one that can be used to reveal the BCF anomaly. However, it is more widely known

than the other formalisms [2, 3, 7, 11, 14, 17–19] and we prefer to use it.
3We use the identity νa · νb = δab − 1

N
and we use the same weight in the 12 and 34 planes.

– 5 –
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Next, we check the condition under which the BCF anomaly will lead to novel con-

straints on the IR spectrum of the theory upon applying a global transformation on the

matter field. In particular, we examine the situation when the global transformation is a

continuous or a genuine discrete symmetry ⊂ Gglobal.

We first review (in a pedestrian way) how the 0-form ’t Hooft anomalies show up

as nontrivial phases in the partition function upon performing global transformations on

the matter field. Consider the global transformations Ug(1) and Zqg and take Cc, Cf ,

CB to be the coefficients of the 0-form anomalies Ug(1) [SU(Nc)]
2, Ug(1) [SU(Nf )]2, and

Ug(1) [UB(1)]2, respectively. Similarly, we take Dc, Df , DB to be the anomaly coefficients

of Zqg [SU(Nc)]
2, Zqg [SU(Nf )]2, and Zqg [UB(1)]2. Then, under Ug(1) (with parameter αg)

and Zqg global transformations the partition function transforms as

Z|Ug(1) → Ze
iαg[(1)c Cc+(1)f C

f+(1)B CB] , Z|Zqg → Ze
i 2π
qg

[(1)c Dc+(1)f D
f+(1)B DB]

, (3.9)

where (1)c,f,B denotes the smallest value of the color, flavor, and baryon topological

charges, which are always integers for SU(Nc,f ) and UB(1) bundles on the 4-D torus.

Notice that the anomalies Ug(1)[SU(Nc)]
2 and Zqg [SU(Nc)]

2 have to vanish, i.e., Cc = 0

and Dc=0(mod qg), since we assumed that both Ug(1) and Zqg are exact symmetries of

the SU(Nc) theory (the reason why we nonetheless kept these coefficients will become

clear below).

The 0-form ’t Hooft anomalies (3.9) calculated above refer to either the UV or the IR

of the theory (one only has to use the appropriate anomaly coefficients). These ’t Hooft

anomalies must be matched between the UV and the IR. The matching can occur by

Goldstone modes upon the breaking of Gglobal, or by domain walls in the case of breaking

a discrete symmetry, or by composite fermions, or by a nontrivial CFT.

Next, in the background of the nontrivial ’t Hooft fluxes (3.7), we replace (1)c,f,B by the

fractional topological charges given in (3.8), and the transformations (3.9) are replaced with

Z|Ug(1) → Ze
iαg[Qf Cf+QB CB] , Z|Zqg → Ze

i 2π
qg

[Qc Dc+Qf Df+QB DB]
. (3.10)

Here we took into account that Cc = 0. Note, however, that while Dc = 0 (mod qg), the

fractional nature of Qc for the ’t Hooft flux does not allow us to drop it. Eqs. (3.10)

represent the new BCF mixed ’t Hooft anomalies.

3.1 Matching by composite fermions

As was argued by ’t Hooft a long time ago, the matching of the 0-form anomalies in the IR

can be achieved via composite fermions. However, this does not automatically guarantee

that the same composites will match the BCF anomaly. In order to show that, we assume

the converse, i.e., we assume that there is a set of composites that can solely match the

BCF anomaly. Then, from the 0-form anomalies that involve Ug(1), we have:

Cf,BUV = Cf,BIR . (3.11)

Now, it is easy to see that in this case the first relation in (3.10), representing the mixed con-

tinuous Ug(1)-BCF anomaly, gives no new information since the matching of the “ordinary”

continuous ’t Hooft anomalies guarantees that the new anomaly will always be satisfied.

– 6 –
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The anomaly involving Zqg is different since it suffices that the associated anomalies

in the UV and IR are matched mod qg:

Dc,f,B
UV −Dc,f,B

IR = qg`
c,f,B , (3.12)

and `c,f,B are integers. Then, upon substituting (3.12) in the second relation in (3.10) and

tracking the anomaly from the UV to the IR we find

ZUV|Zqg
ZIR|Zqg

=
e
i 2π
qg

(QcDcUV+QfDfUV+QBDBUV))

e
i 2π
qg

(QcDcIR+QFDfIR+QBDBIR)
= ei2π(`

cQc+`fQf+`BQB) . (3.13)

Thus, if the condition

`cQc + `fQf + `BQB ∈ Z , (3.14)

is violated for all allowed values of Qc, Qa, and QB from (3.8), then the composites that

satisfy the “ordinary” 0-form ’t Hooft anomalies will fail the BCF anomaly matching. In

other words, one needs to show that there exist integers `c,f,B such that the condition (3.14)

is satisfied for the proposed set of composites.

We can now further simplify the conditions for the integers `c,f,B to obey (3.14). To

this end, we first turn on a particular fractional flux: QB =
ncnf
NcNf

, Qc = Qf = 0, which is

obtained by setting mc
12 = mf

34 = 1, ma
12 = mc

34 = 0 in (3.8). Then (3.14) gives

`B ∈ Q
NcNf

ncnf
Z , (3.15)

where Q is the smallest integer such that QNcNf
ncnf

is an integer. Substituting (3.15)

into (3.14), and considering now general mc,f
12 , mc,f

34 , we find that (3.14) is met for gen-

eral fractional topological charges if and only if

Nc`
c − `Bn2c ∈ N2

c Z , Nf `
f − `Bn2f ∈ N2

fZ , `B ∈ Q
NcNf

ncnf
Z . (3.16)

If no integers `c,f,B that satisfy (3.16) can be found, then the BCF anomaly cannot be

saturated solely by composite fermions.

For example, taking nf = 1 and `c = 1,4 we find that no integers `f,B exist if one of

the following two conditions is met

(i) gcd(Nc, Nf ) > 1

(ii) gcd(Nc, nc) > 1 (3.17)

for Nf ≥ 2 (we have not proven (3.17) but base the conditions upon studying a number

of numerical examples). The conditions (3.16), (3.17) get modified when we turn off the

flavor direction; this is particularly the case if we have a single flavor. We consider examples

in section 5.
4To motivate this choice, notice that gauge invariant composites always have `c = 1 in the vectorlike

theories we consider: this is because, from (3.12) it follows that, using Dc
IR = 0, we have `c =

Dc
UV
qg

=

2T (Rc)dim(Rf )

2T (Rc)dim(Rf )
= 1.

– 7 –
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The conditions (3.16) or (3.17) impose rather strong constraints on the IR realization

of the global symmetries. Interestingly, they are independent of the details of the theory

like the dimension of the representation, the Dynkin index, the global discrete symmetry,

etc. They only depend on Nc, Nf , and the N -ality of the representation. If one of the

conditions (3.16) is not met, then either the composites do not form or additional contri-

butions to the saturation of the anomalies are required. In this case, the anomaly can be

saturated in the IR by (i) CFT, (ii) spontaneous breaking of the global symmetry Zqg , or

(iii) a topological quantum field theory (TQFT).

As an example, consider a SU(Nc) vector-like theory with Nf flavors of fermions that

transform in a representation Rc with N-ality nc such that gcd(Nc, Nf ) > 1. We further

assume that the fermions transform in the fundamental of SU(Nf ), and hence, nf = 1, and

that the theory possesses a genuine discrete symmetry. Then, according to the condition (i)

in (3.17) a set of composites cannot saturate the BCF anomaly. One possibility is that the

theory is supplemented by a TQFT. Interestingly, if we assume gcd(Nc, nc) = 1, i.e., there

is no center symmetry, then this TQFT is not of a center type. A further investigation of

the nature of such TQFTs is beyond the scope of the current work.

A few simple examples of the constraints are worked out in section 5. However, before

doing that, we pause in the next section to discuss an interesting twist obtained upon

giving mass to the fermions in the vector-like theories we consider.

4 BCF anomaly in QCD with massive fermions and nonzero θ angle

The new anomaly can also put constraints on vector-like theories with non-zero θ angle

and nonzero flavor-symmetric fermion masses smaller than, or of order, Λ, the strong scale

of the theory. Theories with nonzero θ angle can exhibit anomalies of the 2π periodicity

of θ if nontrivial backgrounds are turned on, such as our ’t Hooft fluxes (3.8). In this

section, we exhibit a connection between the conditions that composite fermions saturate

the BCF anomaly, eq. (3.16) above, and the condition of the absence of anomaly in the θ

periodicity in the massive version of the same theory. We shall see that the two conditions

are identical.

In order to see how the BCF anomaly constrains the massive theory, consider the most

general form of (the topological part of) the Lagrangian, now including counterterms for

the background fields. If the counterterms can be chosen such that the 2π periodicity of

θ holds for any background (3.8), the periodicity anomaly is absent [10, 11]. In general

color-flavor-baryon number backgrounds, the topological part of the Lagrangian is:

L = θQc + ΘfQ
f + ΘBQB , (4.1)

where Qc, Qf , QB are given by (3.8) and Θf,B are in general real numbers, the coefficients

of the baryon and flavor background-field counterterms. We require that these numbers

shift by 2π times integers upon 2π shifts of the θ angle, so that backgrounds with integer

topological charges do not violate the θ periodicity. The invariance of the partition function

under a shift θ → θ+ 2πr will be manifest, in arbitrary backgrounds (3.8), if integer s and
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t exist such that the shift of the Lagrangian obeys:

∆L = 2πrQc + 2πsQf + 2πtQB ∈ 2πZ . (4.2)

The condition (4.2) is identical to (3.14). Thus, borrowing the steps that led to (3.16), we

conclude that ∆L ∈ 2πZ is met for general fractional charges (3.8) if and only if

Ncr − tn2c ∈ N2
c Z , Nfs− tn2f ∈ N2

fZ , t ∈ Q
NcNf

ncnf
Z . (4.3)

We note that (4.3) generalizes the condition obtained in [11] to higher N -ality representa-

tions; see also [22] discussing the relation to Chern-Simons theory.

It follows, then, that the condition for the absence of a θ-periodicity anomaly — equiv-

alent to requiring that (4.3) has a solution with r = 1 and integer s, t — is identical to the

condition that massless composites match the BCF anomaly discussed earlier, recall (3.16)

with `c = 1. This relation reflects the fact that after giving mass to the vectorlike fermions

the anomaly structure of their representations is encoded in the dependence of the IR

theory on the phase of the mass parameter.

5 A simple example of constraints due to BCF anomaly

We now consider a simple example of how the BCF anomaly (3.10) can be used to constrain

the IR phases of QCD-like theories. We consider SU(Nc) gauge theories with one flavor

(Nf = 1) of fermions in the two-index (anti)symmetric (nc = 2) representation. The global

symmetry of the one-flavor theory is a Z2T (R) discrete chiral symmetry5 and baryon number

UB(1). We now enumerate the various cases:

1. Nc = 4k + 2, k > 0. This is the only one flavor two-index (anti-) symmetric theory

whose massive version has an anomaly of its θ-angle periodicity; it is easy to check

that the conditions (4.3) have no solutions. Correspondingly, in the massless theory,

massless fermion composites of the form ψ2k+1 and ψ̃2k+1 (possibly involving also

insertions of field strengths), which can be seen to match all 0-form ’t Hooft anomalies,

do not satisfy BCF anomaly matching (3.16).

The theory also has a Z(1)
2 1-form center symmetry which has a mixed Z2-valued6

anomaly with the discrete chiral symmetry. Matching of the Z2T (R)Z
(1)
2 and BCF

anomalies would require (partial) chiral symmetry breaking or an IR TQFT.

2. Nc = 4k. The massive version of this theory has no θ-periodicity anomaly, as the

conditions (4.3) can be always satisfied. Fermion composites, however, cannot be con-

structed here as the baryons are bosons. There is a ZN−2-valued BCF anomaly (3.10)

of the discrete chiral symmetry. As for the other even-Nc case, the theory also has a

5T (R) = Nc ± 2 for the symmetric (+) and antisymmetric (−) representation.
6The topological charge Qc corresponding to gauging the center equals Nc

4
here (this was also considered

recently in [14]). This anomaly can be inferred from (3.10) by taking the fractional part of Qc = −Nc
4

(mc
12 = mc

34 = Nc
2

) while Qf = Qb = 0.
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Z(1)
2 1-form center symmetry but the mixed Z2T (R)Z

(1)
2 anomaly is absent, see foot-

note 6. Thus, it appears that the breaking of the discrete chiral symmetry, along with

an IR CFT or a TQFT, are the viable options for matching the anomaly in this theory.

3. Nc = 2k+ 1. The massive version of this theory has no θ-periodicity anomaly. Mass-

less “baryons” of the form ψ2k+1 and ψ̃2k+1 (with, e.g., field strength insertions)

can be constructed and shown to match all 0-form ’t Hooft anomalies. Matching of

the BCF anomaly is also automatic as per our discussion above. There is no center

symmetry in the odd-Nc case and no further anomalies to match.

It is also possible that anomalies, including the BCF anomaly, are matched by chiral

symmetry breaking.

One can further consider these theories at higher Nf , but we shall not do so here. There

are other interesting questions arising from the above discussions that are also left for

future work. For example, in the massive theories with θ-periodicity anomaly (such as

our Nc = 4k + 2 example above) there would have to be a phase transition at some value

of θ between 0 and 2π (presumably θ = π in the CP symmetric case) and one expects a

nontrivial structure to arise on domain wall worldvolumes between CP-broken vacua. It

would be interesting to study the corresponding domain wall physics. A related example

is of massless theories where the discrete chiral symmetry is broken in the vacuum, as can

happen in any of the examples above. These theories are also expected to have anomaly

inflow and it would be interesting to study the associated nontrivial physics on their domain

walls (see [3, 12] for related work). Figuring out the existence and consistency with the

BCF anomaly of the various TQFTs mentioned above, as well as a detailed study of the

(Nc, Nf ,m, θ) phase diagram is also an interesting task for the future.
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A Compatibility of the ’t Hooft fluxes with the matter representation

We consider the x1x2-plane ’t Hooft fluxes from (3.7), given here for convenience

Ac1T
c =

(
2πmc

12

L2
Hc · νc

)
x2, Ac2 = 0,

Af1T
f =

(
2πmf

12

L2
Hf · νf

)
x2, Af2 = 0

AB1 =

(
nc

2πmc
12

L2Nc
+ nf

2πmf
12

L2Nf

)
x2 , AB2 = 0. (A.1)
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These gauge backgrounds are not periodic functions on the x1x2 torus, since their values

at x2 = L and x2 = 0 are different (recall also that the generators above are taken in the

defining representation). However, they are related by gauge transformations. These can

be found from (A.1), which implies

Ac1T
c(x2 = L) = Ωc †(x1)

[
Ac1T

c(x2 = 0)− i∂1
]

Ωc(x1), Ωc(x1) = ei
2πmc12x

1

L
Hc·νc

Af1T
f (x2 = L) = Ωf †(x1)

[
Af1T

f (x2 = 0)− i∂1
]

Ωf (x1), Ωf (x1) = ei
2πm

f
12x

1

L
Hf ·νf

AB1 (x2 = L) = ΩB †(x1)
[
AB1 (x2 = 0)− i∂1

]
ΩB(x1), ΩB(x1) = e

i 2πx
1

L

(
ncm

c
12

Nc
+
nfm

f
12

Nf

)
.

The gauge group elements Ωc,f,B(x1) are the only nontrivial transition functions on the

torus in the chosen gauge [21, 23]. We see that Ωc(L)=e−i
2πmc12
Nc Ωc(0), Ωf (L)=e

−i
2πm

f
12

Nf Ωf (0),

ΩB(L)=e
i2π(

ncm
c
12

Nc
+
nfm

f
12

Nf
)
ΩB(0), i.e. they are not periodic functions of x1. However, if a

fermion field ψ transforms in a representation of N -alities nc and nf under SU(Nc) and

SU(Nf ) (recall that we gave ψ unit charge under UB(1)), the values of ψ at x1 = 0 and

x1 = L are related by the product (Ωc)nc(Ωf )nfΩB evaluated at x1 = L. This product

is clearly unity so that the field ψ is single valued. This provides an explicit demonstra-

tion that the background (3.7), (A.1) obeys the cocycle condition (3.5) appropriate to ψ

(everything is identically repeated in the x3x4-plane).
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